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About HSS Australia 

Hindu Dharma and the culture practiced by the Hindu 
community makes a significant contribution for the benefit 
of humanity. HSS Australia works to develop unity and 
harmony in the Hindu community to effectively promote 
these salient features to build a strong  Australian-Hindu 
community 
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     Message from SanghachAlak  

Namaste bandhuvar, 
 
“The grand essentials of happiness are: something to do, something to love, and something to hope for.”   
We at HSS Sydney aim in spreading of Happiness through our Nirantara Seva of the community by connecting 
people.  
It gives me immense pleasure to see the release our HSS Sydney Newsletter. Sangh Siksha Varga (SSV) in April 
was a great success and glad to see entire team of sikshaks are from Australia. It is a great achievement and  the 
result of years of selfless effort of Sangh Karyakarthas. Yuva team contributed tremendously  in the camp and we 
hope to see more events coming from our young and dynamic generation. Significant efforts were laid by our   
Parivar bandhus in the camp to help in cooking at the site, transport and other vyavastha. I like to acknowledge 
the aid of all karyakarthas who travelled from Perth, Adelaide, Brisbane, Melbourne and Gold Coast in making  
SSV2018 a grand success. In addition, HSS Australia team was blessed to have the gracious presence of Ma. 
Bheeshmaji and Geethakka ji from Bharath during SSV.  
 
Because of Her, We CAN!!! 
The Mahila Vibhag of HSS Sydney team has bigger and broader aspirations for our community and younger   
generations. Keeping in mind the Sanghatan, our Mahila Vibhagh organised  Sakhi Milan, A trip to Georges River 
National Park, which yielded a very significant bonding between our Sevikas and newly added friends. This trip 
was also overseen by our Ma. Bheeshmaji and Sydney Mahanagar Karyavaha 
 
Our Yuva team portrayed enormous spirit and enthusiasm  in organising Khel Partiyogita. All our bandhus        
participated with fullest of their energy. HSS Sydney would like  to see participation from our bandhus in Guru  
Puja Utsav at Sydney Mahanagar and individual Shakhas. It is well known that in our culture the highest place is 
given to the Guru and he is regarded as equal to God. It is the Guru who with the instrument of his intellect and 
wisdom opens the eyes of his disciples and enables them to proceed from darkness to light.  
 
I wish you all a happy festive season for the upcoming holy month in Hindu Calendar ‘Sravana maas’. Best wishes 
on behalf of the entire HSS community 

Yours in service, 

Nihal Agar 

SanghachaAlak, HSSSYD. 

Upcoming Events 

Yuva Camp 2018 : 13th—16th July 2018 in Brisbane 

Guru Puja Utsav in individual Shakhas : one of the days between 18th—29th July. Date and Venue will be       

decided by individual Shakhas 

Balagokulam Guru Vandana Program : 12th August 2p.m.—3:30 p.m. at Seven Hills community centre 

Sydney Mahanagar Guru Puja Utsav : 19th August at S P Jain Business School, Sydney Olympic Park 

Sydney Children’s Camp : 4th—7th October at Baden-Powell Scout Centre Pennant Hills 
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Sangh Siksha Varga (SSV) 2018 Report 

Hindu Swayamsevak Sangh (HSS) -  A Volunteer Organisation running 

across Australia, is a dynamic power house, energising its karyakathas 

(volunteers) and friends. The Impetus is to provide character training, 

teaching and passing on Hindutva values of our past, rich traditional 

heritage and culture to the younger Indian-Australian generations to 

preserve. Expressed in simplest terms, the ideal of HSS is to carry the 

community to the Pinnacle of Glory through organizing entire society 

(Sanghatan). 

As a part of the process, Annual 8 -day camp which is noted as Sangh Siksha Varg (SSV) was conducted 

in   Sydney, in the green lushes of Baden Powell Scout Centre, Pennant Hills from 17th -25th of Aril 

2018.The SSV 2018 was the Fifth Successful Annual camp in Australia, focussing on the training of both 

physical (sharirik) and theoretical/intellectual (boudhik) aspects required  primarily to carry out the    

regular shakha activities  

The camp is designed to cater all the three levels Prathamik (first year), Pravesh (second year) and 

Praveen (third year). The program witnessed 100 students (Siksharthis) across Australia staying under 

single roof, empowering them to experience all its diverse peculiarities and distinctions, speaking       

different languages, having varied food, cooked onsite by swayamsevaks. More than 100 volunteers 

took part in training (sikshaks), administration, transportation, cooking and organising the event.  

The program witnessed dignitaries including Parliamentarians,        

Ministers, different voluntary organisation heads, visiting the camp 

site throughout all the 8 days, appreciating and providing their inputs. 

Mr. David Elliot -Minister for counter Terrorism, Ms Jodi Mckay -MP 

Strathfield, Ms Julia Finn -MP Granville,  Mr.Damien Tudehope -MP 

Epping, Michelle Byrne -Mayor Baulkam Hills, Mr Suman Saha -

Councillor and Mrs  Aruna Chandralaji ,  

Shri Surendra Reddy who is a member of Shri Rama Krishna mission, 

Sydney, had generously accepted and stayed in the camp all through 

the8-days as Shibiradhikari (camp supervisor). 
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The process of scaffolding our campers included a very 

busy schedule (Dinacharya) from dawn to dusk with the 

blend of below activities which were carried out all the 8 

days : 

i. Jagaran: (5.30am ) Waking up with the whistle  

ii. Pratah vidhi & Chai (5.30-6.05am): Shikshartis and 

shikshkas to get their adrenalins pumped for the day. 

iii. Eesha chintan: (Morning Prayer 6.15-6.30am) Every 

day is a new day in life dedicated to the god by ren-

dering the prayer song. The prayer is in the PusthikA 

handed over to every shiksharthi for their reference 

to practise it after the camp as they will be carrying 

the values learned here. 

iv. Yogasan : (6.30-7.00am) Different types of yogasanas 

thought by superficial trainers every day  for the  

benefits of increasing the release of endorphins 

(happy hormones) and making our body a more 

physically comfortable place to live in.  

v. Pratah shakha : (7.10-9.10) Separate morning 

Shakhas for different ganas was conducted which 

included teaching of various activities such as 

yogachap, niyudh, dandh, padavinyas and dadhyudh. 

At the end, shakha involved fun filled Khel which 

campers took part with utmost enthusiasm and inter-

est. 

vi. Alpahar and Snan: (9.10-10.10am) Everyday a 

scrumptious breakfast was prepared by the 

swayamsevakas from all over the shakas in Sydney  

at the campsite and served fresh. 

vii. Boudhik: (10.15-11.15am) The boudhik session was 

also split into 3 different ganas, which was efficiently 

handled by the boudhik team including the speakers 

Mananeya Bheeshmaji and Gaathaakaji  who flew all 

the way from India. There were also efficient orators 

ix. Ghosh: (11.30-12.15pm) The band included teaching and playing of various instruments such as  

 Vamshee (flute), Anak (Drums) , Shankha (Bugle) .This was one of the most liked activities by all 

 our campers and trainers as well ,synchronising everyone to a melodramatic  mood. 
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X. Bhojan: (12.15-1.15pm) The mid-day meals were also 

cooked onsite everyday freshly, keeping in mind the   

nutritional facts required for the busy day. Number of 

swayamsevakas from all the   shakas in Sydney took 

turns each and every day for this project. A separate 

cooking team was formed and coordinated accordingly. 

“I loved the food today and I like to have a takeaway 

for my family as they adore Indian Cousin” was one of 

the best compliments from the Chief guest  Ms. Jodi Mckay (MP Strathfield) who visited on Fri-

day the 20th April to the campsite. 

XI. Yognidra : (1.25-2.00pm) Yoga Nidra as the name itself says it’s the Yogic sleep, which is a sleep-

ing meditation-A consciousness between waking and sleeping in which the body is completely 

relaxed and the practitioner becomes systematically and increasingly aware of the inner world by 

following a set of verbal instructions. 

XII. Geet, Mantra abhyas: (2.15-2.35pm) A particular song was picked which recited the (hindu-

dharmic ways was practised every day at the same time and it was also printed in the pushthika 

which was handed out to everyone. In addition to it few of the Vedic chants and mantras were 

also recited to help penetrate the depths of unconscious mind and adjust the vibration of all  

           aspects of our being.  

X. Charcha : (2.35-3.15pm) The group discussions were arranged according to the respective Ganas 

basing on the Boudhik topics they earlier had. An equal and open opportunity was provided to 

everyone to brain storm in the session which in turn for sure everyone had carried extensive 

knowledge on the focussed topics such as Sanatana Dharma, Mathru Shakthi. 

XI. Chai: (3.15-3.45pm) The sound “Chai” is so refreshing so as the Tea break . Tea and snacks were 

severed which in turn were also prepared by the swayamsevaks in the campsite. This  

          yummylicious break gave everyone to Ruminate on their entire day. 

X. SAyam ShAkhA: (4.00-6.00pm) SAyam ShAkhA is that  part of the day for Shiksharthis to run 

around the ground and play fun filled games. The games comprised of old and Indian traditional 

Khel like Kabaddi, Kho-Kho which stole the day of 

the campers, trainers including the visitors. 

XI. SAyam smaran: (6.30-7.00pm) This is the time 

where lights are lit up, rendering our prayers to 

god with some of melodious bhajans and moral 

stories. The objective is to “Communing with God” 

and invoke his presence in our daily life. 

XII. Karyashala : (7.00-7.45pm) As the very word 

“Karyashala” describes activity room is definitely 

the time of the day not to be missed. Our campers 

are teamed up and given with extraordinary tasks focussing on the Boudhik sessions (theory) ear-
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xviii. Bhojan : (7.50-8.35pm) Dinner is  prepared and served ,keeping in mind the past busy day and   

allowing everyone for a bit of interactions with the visitors or the families visit.  Preparation and 

cooking of food was the job handled so efficiently by all the swayamsevaks and sevikas from 

across all the shakas in Sydney, and friends throughout the 8-days of camp, while serving the 

food was done with at most care, love and affection making the campers feel - at-home!!! For 

many of us, it’s a time that brought us into deeper engagement with the traditions of food and 

cooking that have been passed down through our families and friends. It was also an opportuni-

ty to reaffirm our connections to our community, and the ways we nourish and give to others. 

xviii. Ratreekaryakram : (8.45-9.30pm) Ratree Karyakram is a wind down and relaxing session with 

fun filled activities along with good learning. 

xix. Anubhav Kathan : (9.30-9.40pm) is the session where each gana’s shikshaks get feedback or any 

suggestions from Shikshartis for the whole day and of course they were fantastic feedbacks 

which raised the bars for our shikshaks from day to day. 

xx. Deep Nirvan : (10.00pm) Lights off, this has gained a significant reason in explanation as the 

lights are off, everyone needs to go to bed which means resting and giving break to our working 

body but in turn to restore and rejuvenate our mind and soul. 
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 Samarop: 

The finale has come up at last and the campers  had to bid their good-byes to their newly  budding 

friends and everyone. On the morning of 25th April 2018, all the usual routines were performed 

and everyone gathered in the farewell hall. The most awaited moment was the announcement of 

the grades and the toppers in their respected ganas for all the activities participated through out 

8days. 

Later everyone including the visitors, parents who came to collect their children and chief guests 

assembled in the outside arena for the concluding ceremony (Samarop) . We had the best of  pre-

senters from the Yuva team and also Shri Radha Krishnaji, who elegantly took us through the entire 

program. 

Our official host of the ceremony Shri Manjunathji, Sydney HSS Mahanagar Karyavaha had detailed 

the entire SSV2018. The campers also exhibited their excellence in the activities learned in the 

camp, showcasing the performances on Gosh, Niyudh, Yogasansas, yogachap, dandh, padavinyas 

and dandhyudh.  

Our chief guests for the day Shri Praful Jethwaji, General Secretary BAPS and Shri Surendra Reddyji, 

Ex treasurer Chinmaya Mission Sydney  gave their valuable speech on the activities carried by HSS 

across Australia and its progressing impact on the community. They even took liberty of expressing 

their interest in joining the SSV camps in the forth coming years which is raising the bars for the HSS 

Australia  because of its expansion. 

Few of the campers from each gana had an opportunity to express their experiences and learning in 

the camp. 

 25th April is observed as “ANZAC DAY” in Australia and as we were all gathered for our camp clos-

ing on that day, we took the opportunity of observing a minute silence and saluting our soldiers 

who sacrificed their lives for the prosperity of future generations. We ended the program with the 

Vote of thanks by our beloved Shri Ramyavaran ji ,Australia Karyavaha (HSS). 
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Mahila Vibhag (Women Volunteer’s Committee), a part of HSS Sydney is a dynamic organisation where 

in its activities are directed to devotion and mobilisation of Hindu women in the community. Mahila 

Vibhag was formed in the year 2016 in Sydney and since then the group is actively involved in the 

Sangh Parivar related activities, social awareness workshops and campaigns, even conducting a yearly 

outing with its women members and friends on account of Mother’s day celebration in May. 

his 2018 marked its successful third year entry with its growing members and family. Like every year, 

this year also Samithi had organised a Sakhi Milan ,a gathering of around 50 Adventurous and Indulgent 

women on 20/05/18 at the Georges River National Park Sydney. 

Georges River National Park is the traditional country of Dharug and Dharawal People. Containing nu-

merous significant Aboriginal sites, including shell middens, rock art and engravings, it features many 

facets of Aboriginal culture. 

The main agenda behind the Milan was to have a Sanghatan of women who can share their ideals and 

contributions and extend their hand amongst other women in the community. To achieve this the day’s 

itinerary was very well brainstormed and implemented. 

The day began around 9.15am with everyone gathering, briefing on safety measures, house keeping 

rules, grouping and identifying the emergency assembly areas. There was a warm up session with bit of 

physical exercises to pump up everyone’s adrenalin and we all began to hike towards the Ridge loop 

track along the gorgeous Georges River. 

Everyone carried on their best variables and made the hike so enjoyable and successful. While on the 

trail, stories of inspirational women were shared, discussions on how to further extend and contribute 

to the group were discussed which in turn raised everyone’s spirits to be participative in the Samithi.  

We had young girls and Uni-students in the milan who shared their interests and strengths with all of 

us. Spending with the energetic girls was very refreshing. 

As we all descended down towards our assembling point, the trail behind us gave everyone some     

valuable traits to take home  

 

Sakhi Milan 2018 
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Mananeya Bheeshmaji, the vishwa vibagh pracharak who 

was in Sydney, had graced his presence at the Milan, accom-

panied by our HSS Sydney Mahanagar Karyavah, Manjunath 

ji and Bagh Karyavah Sampathji.  Ma Bheeshmaji, an effi-

cient orator , had addressed the gathering and its purpose 

which was very inspirational to everyone. 

Later on we all had the yummylicious lunch arranged by our 

Sevikas. There was a break after lunch which gave everyone 

to spend some quality time with Bheeshmaji. 

Everyone assembled to carry out our regular Shakha which included games and Sangh Prathana (Sangh 

Anthem). All the activities and games were so physically involved where in everyone forgot their age 

and participated to their best. We also played “Kho-Kho”, one of the oldest Indian games passed on 

from generations which stole the entire day’s show. We all dispersed bidding good-bye’s to our 

friends, newly formed friendships hoping to catch up more often and rejuvenate ourselves. 

SHAKTHI KA NAAM NAARI HAIN!!! 
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           Boudhik Varga June 2018 

HSS Sydney Boudhik Varga was held on the 16th of June, 

at Café Gateway in Lidcombe. The event is based on giv-

ing opportunities to karyakarthas to address topics that 

many have questions around. Additionally, the  varga is 

also based on developing the presentation skills of karya-

karthas to make them confident, and peak their interest 

in Hindu Dharma and culture. 

In this vargh, the topics addressed were “The Relevance 

of Ithihaas in today’s world” by Ankithaji Shashidhar, 

“Millions of gods yet one – Whats the story?” by Satwikji 

Chemudupati and “The Intellectual Kshatriya” by Sujayji 

Paranjpe. 

Anktihaji talked of the importance of histories and how 

impactful they are for us by looking at the Ramayana. 

She then went on to analyse how specific characters in 

the Ramayana portrayed desirable characteristics while 

others acted as an example of what not to be.  

Satwikji’s presentation surrounded the question as to 

whether Hinduism had many gods or many representa-

tions of one god. He talked about these multiple repre-

sentations of gods and how there are different under-

standings of them. 

Sujayji talked about the idea of being an Intellectual 

Kshatriya in this day and age. He pointed out the issues 

that Hinduism faces and how important it is to defend 

our beliefs, firstly by knowing ourselves and next by 

knowing others.  

Each presenter had a mentor to guide them through the 

process of brainstorming ideas to creating their presenta-

tions. They constantly motivated them to think outside 

the box and approach their topics with as much interest 

possible.  

Upcoming Hindu Festivals 

Guru Purnima : 27th July                                                    Krishna Janmastami : 2nd September 

Naga Panchami : 15th August                                            Ganesh Chathurthi : 13th September 

Onam : 24th August                                                            Navaratri Begins : 10th October 

Varalakshmi Vrat : 24th August                                          Navaratri ends / Maha Navami : 17th October 

Raksha Bandhan : 26th August                                          Dusshera : 19th October 
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Chakravala method of Algorithms 

The chakravala method is a cyclic algorithm to 

solve indeterminate quadratic equations, in-

cluding the Pell’s equation. This method for 

obtaining integer solutions was developed 

by Brahmagupta, one of the well known 

mathematicians of the 7
th
 century CE. Another 

mathematician, Jayadeva later general-

ized this method for a wider range of equa-

tions, which was further refined by Bhāskara II 

in his Bijaganita treatise.  

 

 

 

 

 

A Theory of Atom 

One of the notable scientists of the ancient In-

dia was Kanad who is said to have devised 

the atomic theory centuries before John Dalton 

was born. He speculated the existence 

of anu or a small indestructible particles, much 

like an atom. He also stated that anu can have 

two states — absolute rest and a state of mo-

tion. He further held that atoms of same sub-

stance combined with each other in a specific 

and synchronized manner to produce  dvyanu-

ka (diatomic molecules) and tryanuka(triatomic 

molecules).  

 
यो यमरं्थ प्रार्थथयते 
तदरं्थ यतते तर्था | 
सोऽवशं्य तदवाप्नोतत 
न चेच््छांतो तनवतथते || 

 
yO yamarthaM prArthayate 

tadarthaM yatate tathA, 
so avashyaM tadavApnOti 
na checHrAnto nivartate 

 
Meaning of this subhAshita: 

 
If a person wishes for something and if s/he engages in persevering efforts to achieve it, then 
success is assured!  
 

When complete intent (संकल्प sankalpa = सम्यक कल्पना) is followed by persevering action (प्रयत्न 
prayatna = प्रकृष्टो यत्नः), then success is assured.  
 
In simple words as many of us may have heard the phrase, ‘ where there is a will followed by 
action, there, there is a way to success’ 
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# Name of the 

Shakha 

Suburb Address Day Timing Point of  

1 Abhimanyu  Homebush  Fritzgerald Park, Strathfield 

Library, Abbotsford Rd  

Saturday 3-4pm Vijaynarayan ji 

0433983228  

2 Keshav  Parramatta  Jublie Park, jublie Lane,   

Harris Park  

Sunday 8am-

9:15am 

Amit ji Patel 

0433894020 

3 Shivaji  Westmead  Reid Ave, Westmead Sunday 9am-

10am  

Nitin ji Navale 

0423592805 

4 Vivekananda  Wentworth-

ville  

Lytton St Park next to 

Wentworthville gardens 

Saturday 4pm-5pm Sateesh ji 

0415784704 

5 Veer  Girraween  Civic park, Targo Rd, Gir-

raween  

Saturday 4:15pm-

5:30pm 

Suhas ji Rane 

0471721159 

6 Arjun  Quakers Hill Quakers Hill Park, Walker 

St, Quakers Hill  

Saturday 4pm-5pm Arun ji Mistry 

0410346804 

7 Madhav  Liverpool  Riverpark drive, Liverpool Sunday 8am-9am Sampath ji 

0418457954 

8 Ekalavya  Wattle Grove 100 Australis Ave, Hols-

worthy 

Saturday 4pm-5pm Satish ji Yadav 

0411355020 

9 Rani  

Lakshmi Bai 

Baulkham 

Hills 

Gooden Reserve, Gooden 

Dr, Entry via Kanili Ave  

Sunday 8:30am-

9:45am 

Smt Jaya ji Hubli 

0406059975 

10 Not yet 

named 

Prestons Macleod Park Ulladulla Dr 

Prestons  

Sunday 9:30am-

10:30am 

Kum Ankita ji 

0425559490  

11 Not yet 

named 

Hurstville  Troy park, Corner of Don-

ald Street & Low Street 

Sunday 8am-9am Bhupatrai Shah 

ji 0406182565 

12 Balagokulam 

(Dhruv)  

Seven Hills 5 Artillery Cres, Seven Hills Sunday 2pm-

3:30pm 

Smt Lakshmi ji  

Chintakindi 

0432666194  

Contact Us  

  https://www.facebook.com/hss.sydney                 sydney@hssaus.org                   
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